Az. Agr. Annette Greifenhagen
Via Campagna 17
Castel Rigone
I-06065 Passignano s.T. (PG)
Italia

Reservation / Booking for Courses

Creative, Culinary and Dance Classes in Italy at Lago Trasimeno,

Tel./Fax: 0039 - 075 - 845457

Umbria, at the border to Tuscany

Application for creative courses
I would like to make a binding reservation for the following class:
from:			

(arrival)			

until:

(departure)

Which class do you want to book?
Painting

Tango classes

Sculpting

Salsa classes

Cooking

Wellness weeks

Culinary tours

Hiking weeks

Olive harvest

Literary walks

Creative writing

Tai Chi and Feldenkrais

Photography

Language classes

Instructor‘s name

Which type of accommodation do you want to book?
Persons in double room in apartments „Il Peperino“ or„La Nostalgia“ (with shared bathroom for 2
to 4 persons and shared kitchen)
Persons in single room in apartments „Il Peperino“ or„La Nostalgia“
(with shared bathroom for 2 to 4 persons and shared kitchen)
Persons in private apartment (with private facilities and kitchenette)
(Please indicate the apartment you want to book)
Which appartment do you want to book:
I Cuccioli

La Pipo

La Grapo

La Mimosa

I need wheelchair friendly lodging
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How many persons are in your party?
Number of adults:
Number of children:
Age of children:

We are traveling with a pet:		

Yes

No
For Tango courses: How many years have
you been dancing Argentine Tango?

Class participants:
Name participant 1:

years

Name participant 2:

years

Name participant 3:

years

Name participant 4:

years

Accompanying persons:
Name accompanying person 1:
Name accompanying person 2:
Name accompanying person 3:

Food
Please choose among the following posibilities:
Standard diet (with meat) for

persons

Vegan for

persons

Vegetarian for

persons

Gluten free for

persons

Vegetarian with fish for

persons

Lactose free for

persons

We cannot cater for any other food incompatibilities. Please understand that we serve the typical Umbrian cuisine and therefore cannot see to everyone’s preferences, aversions or minor food incompatibilities.

Comments:
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My address:
Mrs.

Mr.

Mrs. & Mr.

Surname, Familyname
Street, Nr.
ZIP code, City
State
Country

Phone
Fax
Email

Our payment conditions
for renting holiday apartments at Villa La Rogaia:
We will send you further information once we have received your application (online, by email, fax or letter).
To confirm your reservation we ask that you make a deposit of 30% of the fee by bank transfer to our bank account in Germany. Further payment
details will be included in your booking confirmation. Unfortunately it is not possible to pay with credit card.
The balance must be paid no later than 30 days prior to your stay.
If you book less than 30 days before your stay we ask for full payment within 7 days, in any case before your departure from home.

Our cancellation policies:
If you have to cancel your holidays we will try to offer your places in the class to someone else immediately. If you cancel up to 30 days before we keep
the deposit of 30%. If you cancel less than 30 days before your stay we keep 80 % of the fee for food and lodging and 100% of the fee for the instruction
unless we are able to find someone else to take your place in the course.
If we find a replacement for your place in the class we will reimburse the total amount to you by remittance to your bank account (minus a processing
fee of EUR 25). If we can sell your places in the class only at a reduced last minute rate we have to ask the difference from you.
We recommend a travel cancellation insurance. Please find more information regarding travel insurance at
http://www.rogaia.com/en/travel_insurance.html.
In case the instructor of the course you have chosen cannot come, we reserve the right to find an adequate substitute.
In case we cannot find a sufficient number of participants we reserve the right to cancel a class up to 30 days before the beginning of the class. In this
case we will refund the entire fee. However we deny responsibility for any other expenses and inconveniences deriving from the cancellation (e.g.
cancelled flights etc.).
Participants of the courses are not insured for accidents. Please be sure you have an adequate medical insurance.
Services that you have not taken advantage of (e.g. because you arrive later or leave earlier) cannot be refunded.

Please call me back.
Please send me the newsletter about prices and information about classes per e-mail.
I accept the conditions mentioned above.

Place, Date							Signature
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